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ABSTRACT
Security flaws and vulnerabilities in cellular networks lead to se-
vere security threats given the data-plane services that are involved,
from calls to messaging and Internet access. While the 5G Stan-
dalone (SA) system is currently being deployed worldwide, practical
security testing of User Equipment (UE) has only been conducted
and reported publicly for 4G/LTE and earlier network generations.
In this paper, we develop and present the first open-source based
security testing framework for 5G SA User Equipment. To that end,
we modify the functionality of open-source suites (Open5GS and
srsRAN) and develop a broad set of test cases for the 5G NAS and
RRC layers. We apply our testing framework in a proof-of-concept
manner to 5G SA mobile phones and provide detailed insights from
our experiments. While being a framework in development, the
results of our experiments presented in this paper can assist other
researchers in the field and have the potential to improve 5G SA
security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The adoption of 5G technology [31] has rapidly increased due to its
significantly faster data speeds, lower latency, improved capacity,
and the growing support for a wide range of new applications, ulti-
mately leading to the milestone of 1 billion connections in 2022 [14].
5G Standalone (SA) systems, i. e., networks built from scratch using
the full 5G architecture and protocols without relying on existing
4G infrastructure, are increasingly deployed [14], along with the
availability of 5G mobile equipment that supports the new radio
technology. 5G’s security mechanisms have been improved over
previous generations, incorporating stronger authentication (5G-
AKA), better privacy mechanisms (encrypted SUCI), and separate
virtual networks (network slicing), each with their own security
controls and policies. However, it can be challenging to determine
the level of security achieved in real-world deployments solely
from the specifications, and security considerations as well as po-
tential directions for further improving 5G security are intensely
discussed [5, 11, 21].

The criticality of mitigating design and implementation vulnera-
bilities and the need to investigate new attack vectors potentially
introduced by new 5G applications motivate the need for a security
testing framework specifically designed for 5G SA devices. Existing
security testing frameworks [9, 16, 18, 25, 27] and fuzzing-based
approaches [13, 26] primarily cater for the 4G/LTE ecosystem and
do not account for changes in the control plane since 4G/LTE in
terms of NAS (Non-Access Stratum) and RRC (Radio Resource Con-
trol) messages, their structure, and parameters. With the aim of
obtaining insights into the security levels of 5G in real-world de-
ployments and enabling comparisons, we designed and developed
the 5G SA security testing framework presented in this paper.

Developing such a framework poses a number of challenges: i)
Open-source software that would support such tests (e. g., Open5GS,
srsRAN) has just evolved, is in flux, and exhibits practical issues
with connecting 5G phones reliably (details in Section 6.1), ii) the
software cannot be used out of the box and needs to be substantially
modified, iii) comprehensive test cases for the 5G SA context do
not exist yet, and iv) automation, rather than manual analysis, is
preferred for evaluating a greater number of system components
in terms of security.

In this paper, we take the first steps towards building such a secu-
rity testing framework designed for 5G SA devices. The developed
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framework is based on several key objectives, including modularity,
practicality, and automation, at evolving levels of realization, in
order to enable an experienced user to create the desired test cases
rather than relying solely on predefined tests from specifications.
In addition, we take into account the testing of 5G-capable devices
by looking for implementation flaws that contradict design rules.

In short, our main contributions in this paper are:
(1) We develop the first 5G SA security testing framework for

User Equipment that is built upon the open-source projects
Open5GS and srsRAN. To extend these software suites to
provide our desired testing functionality, we had to develop
and implement our own version of handling uplink and
downlink (UP/DL) traffic.

(2) We provide a broad set of 5G test cases for NAS and RRC
layers for uplink and downlink traffic that we derived from
specification documents and related work, consisting of 82
individual test cases. We also selected unique test cases for
5G, especially in terms of parameter violation.

(3) We apply our testing framework in a proof-of-concept man-
ner to 5G SA mobile phones and report on our success in
establishing 5G connection and testing with the existing
software suites. We went through intense learning curves in
setting up experimental tests in the new 5G SA context and
report in detail on lessons learned.

(4) We have explored several known potential design flaws on
5G Standalone that could lead to Denial-of-Service (DoS),
attachments to rogue stations, and downgrades.

Code Release. To support further research and investigations on
this topic, wemake the code and configurations available on GitHub
at https://github.com/vaggelis-sudo/5G-UE-SecurityTesting. The
framework should continue to evolve and we encourage further 5G
security testing from the research community.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

2.1 5G Security Architecture
The 3GPP standard [2, 3] describes the security architecture of
5G networks. Figure 1 illustrates the steps that User Equipment
(UE) devices follow to establish secure communication with the
core network. First, the UE receives broadcast messages from the
network (Step 1) in the form of a Master Information Block (MIB)
and System Information Block (SIB). The UE then establishes a
Radio Resource Control (RRC) connection with the gNodeB (Step
2). Next, the UE performs the Authentication and Key Agreement
(AKA) procedure with the Core Network, which involves several
steps. The UE communicates with the Access & Mobility Manage-
ment Function (AMF)/Security Anchor Function (SEAF) (Step 3a),
the AMF communicates with the Authentication Server Function
(AUSF) (Step 3b), and the AUSF communicates with the Unified
Data Management (UDM) (Step 3c). The AKA’s main purpose is
to validate the subscriber credentials, provide mutual authentica-
tion, and agree upon the keys for control- and user-plane traffic.
After successful authentication, the Non-Access Stratum (NAS) and
Access Stratum (AS) Security Contexts are enabled with the Core
Network and the gNodeB, respectively (Steps 4 and 5). Finally, the
UE establishes sessions and communicates securely.

Figure 1: Security Architecture.

TheUE includes the Universal Subscriber IdentityModule (USIM)
to store the necessary credentials for authentication and security
establishment of the traffic. The USIM’s material allows the UE to
calculate and send the response as a challenge to the AMF/SEAF
during the AKA.

UDM is a database containing the subscriber credentials (e. g.,
profile information, authentication information, and encryption
keys). Specifically, the Authentication credential Repository and
Processing Function (ARPF) within the UDM, which is identical to
what the USIM contains, keeps the authentication credentials, used
during the AKA.

AUSF has access to the UDM and retrieves the UE-related au-
thentication material (i. e., SUPI, RAND, AUTN, and XRES*). It
performs the calculation of the serving network challenge which is
sent to the AMF/SEAF along with the AUTN and RAND, while it
stores the obtained home network challenge. In AKA’s final step, it
validates the UE’s response value with the stored challenge, and if
successful, grants the AMF/SEAF the anchor key (i. e., 𝐾𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑓 ) for
the security context.

AMF/SEAF is responsible for transmitting the authentication
values (i. e., AUTN, RAND, ngKSI, and ABBA) to the UE through
the Authentication Request. Once the UE provides its response to
the challenge, its hashed value is generated and compared with
the serving network’s challenge. If they coincide, the procedure
is successful and the response is sent to the AUSF for the home
network validation. The AMF is the primary entity of control-plane
communication with the UE even after the AKA procedure.

2.2 NAS & RRC Structures
NAS (Non-Access Stratum) and RRC (Radio Resource Control) mes-
sages play a crucial role in the control-plane traffic of cellular com-
munication. NAS messages are used for high-level signaling be-
tween the UE and the network, while RRC messages are used for
low-level radio resource control between the UE and the base sta-
tion. Together, NAS and RRC messages form the control-plane
traffic of cellular communication and are crucial for establishing
and maintaining the communication sessions between the UE and
the network. Both types of messages have a well-defined structure.

According to 3GPP [1], NASmessages can either be plain or secu-
rity protected. The type and functionality of the message determine
the format. A plain message consists of the Extended Protocol Dis-
criminator, Security Header Type, Procedure Transaction Identity,
Message Type, and other Information Elements (IE). A protected
message comprises the Extended Protocol Discriminator, Security
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Figure 2: Message Organization Example for Plain and Protected 5G
NAS Messages, based on the specifications [1].

Header Type, Message Authentication Code (MAC), Sequence Num-
ber (SN), and the 5GS NAS message. Figure 2 illustrates the NAS
structures. Furthermore, the uplink and downlink NAS messages
are protected (i. e., ciphered and integrity protected) once the EP-
S/NAS security context exists, containing the MAC, the Security
Header Type, and SN.

RRC messages follow a similar format by incorporating the
message type field, various IEs, and potential protection [2]. RRC
messages, which are Signalling Radio Bearer (SRB) type 1-4 are
integrity protected and ciphered by Packet Data Convergence Pro-
tocol (PDCP) once the AS security context is activated, including
those carrying NAS messages. Nonetheless, SRB0 messages are
transmitted without protection.

2.3 State-of-art Security Testing Frameworks
In recent years, researchers have focused on uncovering potential
attacks and threats within the 5G ecosystem [6, 7, 10, 17, 18, 30].
They have investigated security issues related to User Equipment
capabilities and paging procedures [17, 30] in both 4G and 5G net-
works, as well as demonstrated the feasibility of targeted 5G SUCI
catchers [10], which pose a significant threat to user privacy. Addi-
tionally, attacks on the 5G handover [6] and 5Gwarning/emergency
systems have been demonstrated [7].

Despite these efforts, a comprehensive and efficient approach
to UE security testing with broad test cases for the 5G Standalone
system has not yet been developed. While Hussain et al. created
the 5GReasoner [18] framework for formal verification of the 5G
control plane, it lacks practical applicability for commercial off-
the-shelf (COTS) UEs and exploration of implementation flaws.
Similarly, AutoFuzz [13] focuses on malformed and out-of-order
packets, while Berserker [26] only applies ASN.1-based fuzzing to
srsLTE and OpenLTE setups.

In contrast, LTE has seen numerous works concentrated on cre-
ating UE testing frameworks using various techniques at different
levels. For example, protocol verification [20] leverages a seman-
tic model as a finite-state machine to verify the tested properties,
and LTE-Inspector [16] uses a symbolic model checker and a cryp-
tographic protocol verifier to identify design flaws and improper
practises. Non-compliance checker [19], on the other hand, adopts a
property-agnostic and black-box approach for control-plane testing
against implementations in COTS UEs. Natural language process-
ing and machine-learning techniques have also been explored [8]

Figure 3: Typical 5G Attack Scenarios: an adversary may execute
FBS, MitM, and Signal Overshadowing attacks.

to scan a large number of specifications and generate test cases,
hence further enhancing an LTE testing environment.

Other works focus on implementation flaws within devices, such
as those developed by Rupprecht et al. [27] which target the dis-
covery of LTE implementation flaws in security functions like data
encryption and network authentication. UE dynamic testing [12, 22]
has also been used to promote automation and uncover vulnera-
bilities in the LTE control plane that cannot be discovered with
protocol verification alone. Tools like DoLTEst [25] improve the
detection of implementation flaws by concentrating on negative
testing with a deterministic oracle derived from specification anal-
ysis. BaseSAFE [24] and FIRMWIRE [15] use fuzzing against LTE
firmware to discover vulnerabilities, such as buffer overflows, which
can then be verified through over-the-air testing.

2.4 5G UE Attack Scenarios
In the cellular environment, there are three major categories of
active attacks that an adversary can perform (Figure 3): (a) False
Base Station (FBS), (b) Man-in-the-Middle (MitM), and (c) Signal
Overshadowing. FBS attacks involve maliciously attaching a UE
to the attacker’s rogue base station for a limited duration, during
which the attacker attempts to interact with the user. However,
the attacker does not have the cryptographic keys to establish
a full connection with the victim and instead relies on the pre-
authentication traffic, as well as on the unprotected RRC and NAS
messages to compromise the victim. A more powerful attacker
leverages the MitM approach between the UE and the legitimate
network. This not only allows the adversary to capture and control
the traffic even after the AKA, but also modify it in certain cases [28,
29]. Finally, signal overshadowing [32] specifically exploits the
physical layer to inject malicious sub-frames stealthily, without the
need of malicious attachments.

Various works [6, 7, 10, 23] have already demonstrated all three
attacks and have even included them in the threat model, e. g.,
DoLTEst [25]. We follow the same convention in this work. Al-
though our intention is not to perform attacks, our testing frame-
work and experimental setup use equipment and setups that at-
tackers may use to conduct attacks. Specifically, we use a 5G Core
and RAN network software along with a transmission device (i. e.,
USRP) to send and modify NAS and RRC messages, as well as cap-
ture responses from the testing device (i. e., UE).

3 TESTING FRAMEWORK DESIGN
In this section, we clarify the goals for our framework, describe its
design, and explain our evaluation process.
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Figure 4: Testing Flow. Our testing approach focuses on modifying
downlink messages towards the UE (Step 3).

3.1 Goals and Overall Design
Goals. The objective of our testing framework is to provide a com-
prehensive methodology for security testing of 5G Standalone-
capable devices. In terms of security assessment, it assists the user
on 1) determining if the 5G implementations have been improved
since LTE/3G/2G, meaning whether vulnerabilities have been ad-
dressed on 5G, and 2) potentially identifying new vulnerabilities in
the implementations and design on 5G. Moreover, it should allow
the user to design and select a number of desired test cases, which
can be subsequently executed to retrieve responses from an out-of-
the-box smartphone device. The 5G core network permits the use
of 5G NAS compared to the LTE core, thus testing and evaluation
of new features and changes that occurred in the NAS protocol for
messages, parameters, and values. This applies to the 5G RAN for
the RRC protocol as well. Without the 5G SA components, testing
of the 5G-related firmware/modem in user equipment for design or
implementation flaws is unattainable.

We prioritize a modular approach, usability, and repeatability,
and aim to eliminate the need for limited and hard-coded modifica-
tions in open-source software. Our goal is to assess and report a
device’s security posture using a security evaluation framework,
with the possibility to adopt a scoring system. We do not aim to
perform fuzzing, but rather to conduct design and implementation
testing against selected security features on UEs from various man-
ufacturers. Any newly discovered vulnerabilities can be added as a
test case to the database, enabling users to reproduce them.
Framework Design. We design a framework that allows users
to send 5G control-plane messages, i. e., NAS and RRC messages,
to a COTS UE and record the responses for security evaluation.
The user can alter the normal execution flow, and modify messages
including the contained parameters. Therefore, by creating security-
related test cases we can perform an extensive security evaluation
of a COTS UE’s behavior, based on which we can identify possible
security flaws and deficiencies, as well as non-compliance with the
3GPP 5G specifications.
Testing Procedure. Figure 4 illustrates our testing procedure. A
computer with a radio transmitter (USRP) loads a test case from our
database and sets up the custom 5G network (Step 1). The smart-
phone (UE) being tested discovers and interacts with this network
after (re)-initiating the cellular service (e. g., after toggling airplane
mode or rebooting). Depending on the current test case, the UE
sends a specific uplink message (Step 2), which triggers a change in
the execution flow, and a corresponding downlink message is sent
to the UE (Step 3). The UE’s potential response to the downlink
message is recorded (Step 4). Unresponsiveness is also registered,
which, in fact, can be an indication of proper vs. erroneous behavior.
This response is then evaluated for correctness (Step 5). We use the

Figure 5: System Components.

3GPP 5G specifications as primary reference for correct behavior
and to identify potential security issues in the device. By verifying
the device’s configuration and adherence to the specifications, we
determine if its responses are appropriate or pose any security risks.

3.2 Framework Components
The framework comprises multiple components for executing the
testing procedure and analyzing the results, as shown in Figure 5
and described below.
5G Core & RAN. We use two software suites, Open5GS1 and
srsRAN2 as Core Network component and gNodeB (radio access net-
work base station), respectively. We modify Open5GS and srsRAN
(as will be explained in Section 3.3) and combine them to import
test cases from a user initializing them accordingly. The two soft-
ware suites are configured to communicate through the typical N2
and N3 5G interfaces, which correspond to the gNodeB with AMF
and with UPF connections, respectively. The Core and RAN are
deployed to operate within the same computer device and config-
ured as a testing Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN). Each UE
is supplied with a programmable (or commercial) SIM card that
enables the connection to the 5G SA network. Finally, the network
is controlled using sub-processes of the operating system.
UE Handling. The tested smartphone is controlled by the same
computer device via USB and Android Debug Bridge (ADB). This
allows the framework to manage the device’s access to the custom
network and retrieve baseband logs if necessary. Although the
debugging mode is important for ADB before the start of the testing,
UE rooting is not mandatory. Nevertheless, rooting could permit
access to restricted commands and files that might be useful during
testing and evaluation. A potential manual interaction with the
device is restricted to the refreshment after each test case, which
can be achieved by various methods, e. g., rebooting or airplane-
mode toggling. Otherwise, this process is automated.
Execution Flow Structure. Our automated execution of the secu-
rity testing is handled by a Python script called the Handler. The
Handler manages the test cases and ensures that every test case
is executed subsequently. Before executing a new test case, the
Handler refreshes the network and the UE. This action guarantees
that all previous values and configurations relating to previous
1https://open5gs.org/
2https://www.srslte.com/ and https://github.com/srsran/srsRAN
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Figure 6: Hooking the Uplink Transmissions.

test cases are released. Furthermore, during the execution of each
test case, the script collects the traffic captures and logs from the
NAS and the RRC layers by the custom 5G network. The collected
traffic is then inspected based on the objectives of each test case
(as will be explained in Section 3.4). The data processing eventually
determines whether the device passed or failed the test.

3.3 Execution Flow Modifications
In order to control the execution flow of the testing procedure and
modify the NAS and RRC messages, we made modifications to the
Open5GS NAS and srsRAN 5G RRC layers. These adjustments are
categorized into two types:

(1) Uplink-downlink (UP-DL) hijacking, and
(2) Control-plane modification.
For UP-DL hijacking, we utilize hooking on the uplink com-

munication, which corresponds to a UE message destined for the
network. Figure 6 depicts our fundamental hooking concept and
structure. The uplink transmission with its parameters is received
by the normal NAS handler function. However, after our modifi-
cations, this function contains our hook which determines if the
execution flow must be altered based on user input. If the user
test case refers to a specific UP message to be hijacked, the hook
transfers the execution to the UP mapping function that handles the
message. Alternatively, the hook is dismissed, and the normal oper-
ations continue without interruption. If the UP mapping functions
take control of the execution, the DL mapping function is leveraged
to determine the DL message that the network must send back
to the UE. Based on the particular test case, this function collects
the necessary data (DL message type, parameters, etc.) and calls
the modified NAS or RRC function. Our modified version takes
into account the parameters of the user in order to initialize and
construct the message accordingly. Once the message is ready, it
is transmitted to the UE, and the hooking procedure relinquishes
control of the execution flow to restore normal operations.

The control-plane modifications refer to changes implemented
in each NAS and RRC function in the concluding part of our hi-
jacked flow, which generates and sends the message. Each modified
function allows for the assignment of selected user values in the
specified parameters of the message. The construction typically
starts with an abstract initialization of parameters in case the user
does not require any modifications. If the requested changes are
made, the Information Element (IE) values are first assigned, fol-
lowed by the security header type, which determines whether the

message is protected or not, and finally, the security properties
(i. e., encryption and integrity protection) are defined. The exact
messages that we modified are presented in Section 4.

3.4 Evaluation Process
Security & Specifications. Our security tests determine if a smart-
phone device has passed or failed. Depending on the test case we
can uncover the exact security issue, e. g., message or parameter,
that leads to the associated behavior. We evaluate the UE’s response
to the modified DL message and categorize the outcome in terms
of specification compliance and security:

(1) Security violation with specification compliance.
(2) Security violation without specification compliance.
Security violation means that the UE misbehaved, triggered by

the modified DL message. This behavior may be included in the
specifications as a legitimate response (Design Flaw) or the UE may
have deviated from the standard (Implementation Flaw). In addition,
the flaw can be exploited by an adversary to launch an over-the-air
attack. Our setup and security tests can target both categories of
devices, those with and without specification compliance.

We use the captured traffic to determine whether the exchange
of messages between the UE and the network results in a security
violation. It is important to understand what the specifications
state about the specific exchange of messages, and then determine
if there is a violation. The Pass-Fail evaluation may eventually allow
a taxonomy or classification of the tested devices as well.
UE’s Reaction to Modified Messages. The UE behavior can be
characterized by three categories based on the UL-DL interaction:
(a) Response Status. A UE can respond back with a message or not

respond at all, thus (mis)handling the message internally. Our
initial objective is to discover whether the UE responds within
a reasonable time-frame.

(b) Specification Compliance. We explore if the UE’s behavior is
defined by the specifications, which may explicitly mention the
UE’s response based on its state and network’s DL message, or
not specify it at all.

(c) Security Violation. The UE’s reaction to the DL message is eval-
uated in terms of security. If a response sets the device in a
vulnerable state, an adversary can exploit the involved security
flaw to launch an attack. Attacks could target users’ privacy,
cause DoS, or expose other sensitive information.
For example, if a UE receives amalicious Security Mode Command

with NIA0 (null integrity protection), it should respond with a
Security Mode Reject (rejection) for its behavior to be consid-
ered compliant and secure. If a UE does not respond, it may have
discarded the DL message silently (handled correctly) or encoun-
tered an error (handled incorrectly).
Specification Ambiguities.During our evaluation process, we dis-
covered that the specifications do not provide explicit descriptions
or guidance for complex test cases. This makes the analysis arduous
and obscure. For instance, malformed or erroneous DL messages
may force the UE to process the message internally without a re-
sponse. Given that the 3GPP specifications are a large collection of
documents with various procedures being split into different files,
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complete comprehension of the specifications may be unattainable.
Thus, implementing and deploying a thoroughly automated pro-
cess to perform security evaluations could be infeasible. In such
cases, manual inspection of the captured traffic and device logs is
necessary.

4 5G SECURITY TESTING
In this section, we will explain the testing categories and provide
details on the format used in our framework. We will also describe
our selection of 5G NAS and RRC test cases.

4.1 Message Protection in the Specifications
The 3GPP specifications [1, in 4.4.4.2-3] define the NAS messages
that can be sent without (integrity) protection. RRC [2, in Annex
B.1] also encompasses multiple types of messages that can be ac-
cepted without protection by the UE and AMF, at least before the
AS activation. We focus on those messages as a starting point to
help us develop the testing categories, and eventually the test cases.
Table 1 highlights in italics and red those NAS and RRC messages
in our 5G deployment.

We note that Identity Request and Identity Response are
allowed unprotected only for SUCI, and Service Reject and
Registration Reject only when GMM causes no. 76 and 78
are not included. RRCReconfiguration and RRCReconfiguration-
Complete can be sent unprotected as long as they are unrelated to
handover procedures and SRB2, SRB4, multi-cast MRB, and DRB
establishments. Additionally, RRCRelease must not include the
DeprioritizationReq, SuspendConfig, RedirectedCarrierInfo, and Cell-
ReselectionPriorities information fields when unprotected.

4.2 Security Testing Categories
In our framework, we do not leverage brute-forcing, oracles, or
machine-learning techniques to generate a large number of tests,
as was, e. g., applied for negative testing using invalid or prohibited
messages [25]. Instead, we allow the user to evaluate particular
security features of interest by creating and using test cases, sup-
porting both design and implementation testing. As a starting point,
we have collected 82 test cases for NAS and RRC communication.
Our principal goal is to identify test cases where the UE becomes
susceptible to active over-the-air attacks, possibly leading to DoS,
location tracking, sensitive information extraction, downgrading,
and user- or control-plane compromise. We selected the test cases
uniquely for 5G SA, targeting new messages and parameters, while
emphasizing five security categories. At the same time, we also
cover tests that have similarities with previous LTE works [22, 25],
but we apply them on the 5G domain.
I. Misuse of Normal Messages. There are messages in normal op-
erations that can be sent unprotected according to the specifications.
The concept behind this category is that an adversary can leverage
such messages to exploit the victim, even with specification com-
pliance (Design Flaws). For instance, in RRC, we include messages
such as RRCReject and RRCRelease, and in NAS, messages such
as Authentication Reject and Registration Reject. We also

test secure versions of messages (i. e., encrypted and integrity pro-
tected), e. g., Deregistration Request, in order to compare them
with potentially insecure versions.
II. Parameter Violations. Violations of parameters intend to force
the UE to accept invalid or malicious parameters in specific DL mes-
sages. These DL messages diverge from their legitimate versions
and may not be congruent with the specifications. In cases where
the UE accepts such messages and responds back, critical security
exposure may occur. One fundamental example, which was men-
tioned in Section 3.4, is the use of Security Mode Command with
NIA0 cipher (null integrity) in 5G in order to compel the smart-
phone device to accept unprotected messages. By approving this
message, the user-plane traffic can get compromised, permitting
an attacker to modify messages.
III. Security Header Mismatches. The security header type of
protected messages can be altered from "Integrity Protected and
Ciphered" to "Plain NAS" or to "Integrity Protected and Ciphered
with New Context" illegitimately and without compliance. Headers
with "Plain NAS" may be used to either identify security errors or
force the UE to accept unprotectedmessages. Consequently, this can
benefit an attacker who does not possess the cryptographic keys.
Moreover, "Integrity Protected and Ciphered with New Context"
type attempts to trick the UE into believing that a new security
context has been established. This can be used in NAS-protected
messages, such as Registration Accept and Service Accept.
IV. Wrongly Accepted Messages after Security Enforcement.
The specifications define the set of messages that must be protected
after the security activation on NAS and RRC (e. g., GMM Status
and RRCReestablishment). The UE is not permitted to accept those
messages without protection. As a consequence, in this category,
our goal is to determine if there are messages (which may or may
not be compliant) that can be accepted by the UEwithout protection
after the security mode activation. We not only design the message
to be sent unprotected but also use plain security header wherever
applicable in order to look more legitimate.
V. Wrongly Accepted Messages before Security Enforcement.
Similar to the previous category, our objective is to identify wrongly
accepted messages. However, we target messages that must not be
sent without protection before the security activation. For instance,
this may include the Configuration Update Command in NAS and
RRCResume in RRC. This test set is important since an adversary
could interact with the UE without the need for keys, leading to
potential security issues. The design of the message is identical to
the aforementioned category.

4.3 Test Case Format
In our framework, we separate the test case format into three
authentication-related parts; pre-AKA, AKA, and post-AKA. Pre-
AKA refers to the traffic with messages prior to the UE sending the
Registration Request message such as the RRCSetup message.
AKA traffic consists of the messages that begin with Registration
Request and ends with either Registration Accept or Registra-
tion Complete. An example of an AKA message is the Security
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Table 1: The 5G NAS and RRC messages are the focus of our testing framework. Uplink messages are hijacked to alter the execution flow.
Downlink messages are modified according to user input. Messages in red italic are those that can be sent unprotected at least before the
security activation between the UE and AMF.

NAS Messages RRC Messages

Uplink Downlink Uplink Downlink

Registration Request Registration Reject RRCSetupRequest RRCRelease
Registration Complete Registration Accept RRCReestablishmentRequest RRCReestablishment
Deregistration Request Deregistration Request RRCSetupComplete RRCSetup
Service Request Service Reject Security Mode Complete Security Mode Command
Security Mode Reject Service Accept UE Capability Information UE Capability Enquiry
Authentication Response Authentication Request RRCReconfigurationComplete RRCReconfiguration
Authentication Failure Authentication Result RRCReestablishmentComplete RRCResume
UL Information Transfer Authentication Reject UL Information Transfer RRCReject
Deregistration Accept Deregistration Accept CounterCheck
Configuration Update Complete Configuration Update Command MobilityFromNR
GMM Status GMM Status
Security Mode Complete Security Mode Command
Identity Response Identity Request
Timers

Mode Command. Finally, post-AKA involves messages after the Regi-
stration Accept or Registration Complete, such as the Confi-
guration Update Command, where the security context exists.

Each part of the test case defines four parameters: i) ue_ul_-
handle which is the uplink message to be hijacked, ii) dl_reply
which represents the downlink message to be transmitted to the
UE, iii) command_mode indicating whether to send or replay the
downlink message, and iv) dl_params which are the parameters for
the downlink message. A typical example of a test case format is
presented in Listing 1 (Appendix) which shows an altered execution
flow when Security Mode Complete is received.

4.4 NAS & RRC Messages
We utilized the 5G NAS and RRC messages provided by Open5GS
and srsRAN in the uplink and downlink as listed in Table 1. These
messages are used in the AKA-related parts of the test case format
and cover scenarios before and after the AS and NAS activation.

For NASmessages, we modified the execution of the UE-initiated
messages in the uplink which are handled by the network. We also
hijacked the flow of the timers: t3570, t3560, t3550, t3555, t3513,
and t3522, in case the user attempts to deliver a DL NAS message
upon their expiration. For the downlink messages, we implemented
our modified version which allows the user to alter and/or im-
port parameters and values in them. This includes the parameters
and IEs associated with each message, the ciphering and integrity-
protection activation or elimination, and the security header type.
We have excluded, however, modifications of the message type
and extended protocol discriminator (Fig. 2), since they produce
malformed messages which the device will discard.

We modify the uplink communications and in the DL RRC mes-
sage parameterization (belonging to the Dedicated Control Channel
and Common Control Channel). However, for similar reasons as
above, we exclude the message definition and transaction ID alter-
ations.

5 EXPERIMENTS
We describe our experimental setup and comment on the results
and insights we have obtained so far.

5.1 Experimental Setup
Our setup consists of a Lenovo Thinkpad laptop running Ubuntu
20.04 and connected to a USRP B210 to conduct the experiments.
The modified versions of the 5G Core Network (i. e., Open5GS) and
gNodeB (i. e., srsRAN) run on the laptop, as described in Figure 5.
All tests run over the air, but we connected each smartphone to
the laptop using USB for monitoring and handling. In addition,
the smartphones were equipped with a custom 5G-capable USIM.
The USIM was programmed to work with service 1243 supporting
SUCI and all the necessary 5G features. The experiments were
conducted in a secluded environment without interfering with
legitimate cellular operations. Table 3 (Appendix) shows the 5G
capable UEs that we successfully connected to this testing setup.
Network Configurations The network was configured as a test-
ing PLMN (i. e., 00101) with the purpose of demonstrating how
the tool operates. For more comprehensive analyses, one should
use a non-test/commercial PLMN for accurate security results, as
some modems behave differently when they enter into a test mode,
triggered by the test PLMN.4 Furthermore, we operated the 5G core
(AMF, SMF, etc.) in localhost along with the gNodeB. The AMF was
configured with a Network Slice Selection Assistance Information
(NSSAI) equal to 1 (including the Slice/Service type, SST, and Slice
Differentiator, SD). Additionally, the Tracking Area Identity (TAI)
was set to 1. For the gNodeB, we configured a RAN cell with cell
ID, Tracking Area Code (TAC), and Root Sequence Number equal

3Service 124 refers to the Short Message Service (SMS) Point-to-Point (PP) service. The
USIM includes various service codes used to activate or deactivate specific services.
Service 124 is one of these codes and is used to activate/deactivate the SMS PP service.
4For tests with SIM cards set with PLMN=01001, modems are likely to go into a
test/debug mode potentially altering security operations.
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to 1. We used mainly Band 3 for the communication (1710–1785
MHz for the downlink and 1805–1880 MHz for the uplink).

5.2 Results
We report our results by ordering them according to the categories
outlined in Section 4.2. Our findings consist of design (Sec. 5.2.1) and
implementation flaw explorations thereafter. Table 2 summarizes
our experimental results per category and protocol.

5.2.1 Misuse of Normal Messages. In this category, we use legiti-
mate messages and parameters to discover design issues that can
lead to attacks. Overall, the 4G/LTE versions of unprotected NAS
and RRC messages (Section 4.1) with known vulnerabilities were
investigated and confirmed, and remain fairly similar for 5G.
NAS Tests. Our first test cases aimed at verifying that the un-
protected messages can still impact UEs on 5G SA. Our experi-
ments show that Authentication Reject was maliciously ac-
cepted by both devices only when they transmit the Authenti-
cation Request before the AKA takes place. Similarly, Service
Reject was effectively used against Service Request which oc-
curs even when the NAS security context is available. This message
deprived the devices of access to network resources. Registration
Reject had a more lasting effect as it forced them into a Dereg-
istered state, as a response to the Registration Request before
the AKA. Additionally, the message allowed us to force the UE to
store rejected NSSAI. In summary, Huawei and OnePlus devices
failed against the above security tests rendering them susceptible
to malicious attachments, DoS, and potentially downgrade attacks.
It is important to note that these are known OEM- and OS-agnostic
LTE protocol flaws. We validate that they apply to 5G-SA, too.

We have also investigated the use of GMM causes included in the
rejection messages. While most of them can be used by an attacker
to assist the DoS attempts, e. g., Illegal UE, Tracking Area not allowed,
and PLMN not allowed, particularly Redirection to EPC required and
5GS services not allowed showed a tendency for downgrades, affect-
ing both phones. N1 mode not allowed affects the N1 interface
connection of the UE and AMF, which can lead to 5GMM-NULL
state (does not exist on LTE). This disables the 5GS services in
the UE for 3GPP access when unprotected, and additionally for
non-3GPP access when integrity is protected. We noticed that both
devices did not recover the 5G connection after the demonstration.

Finally, both devices revealed their SUPIs (null-scheme) in the
Registration Request, when service 124 was disabled in the custom
SIM card. This indicates that old commercial SIM cards may face
compatibility issues when devices are forced to connect to a 5G
network. However, further experimentation with more commercial
configurations is needed to confirm the issue.
RRC Tests. We selected the messages which are allowed to be
sent unprotected by the network (Sec. 4.1) and have an actual
impact on the UE. We noticed that RRCReject and RRCRelease
were processed by the devices leading to disconnections. Specifi-
cally, RRCRejectwas accepted even after the security establishment.
This known protocol flaw, which can lead to DoS and attachments
to rogue stations, has not improved since LTE. UE Capability

Enquiry is normally allowed before the security activation, how-
ever specifications [2, Annex B.1] specify that ’The network should
retrieve UE capabilities only after AS security activation’ as in LTE [4].
However, our experiments with testing configurations on Huawei
and OnePlus showed that an attacker can indeed retrieve the UE
capabilities before the security is activated (e. g., after RRCSetupCom-
plete), rendering this security measure still redundant on 5G.

5.2.2 Parameter Violations. Our parameter violation testing fo-
cused on one parameter at a time, while retaining the rest of the
message structure intact. We also explored the GMM causes further.
NAS Tests. For these experiments, we selected various parameters
for demonstration: (1) ngKSI, (2) ABBA, (3) AUTN, (4) RAND, (5)
Replayed UE Capabilities, (6) Null Ciphers, (7) IMEI, (8) GMMCause.

The Key Set Identifier for Next Generation Radio Access Net-
work (ngKSI) is used to identify the 5G NAS security context which
combines the security parameters for authentication, integrity pro-
tection, and ciphering. Since this value is assigned by the AMF, we
tested arbitrary and illegitimate values that deviated from normal in
our setup and incorporated them in the Authentication Request
and Security Mode Command to determine if they could be ac-
cepted. In all cases, the devices responded with a Authentication
Failure including the "non-5G Authentication Unaccepted" and
Security Mode Reject including the "Unspecified" before dereg-
istration, thus passing the tests.

The Anti-Bidding-down Between Architectures (ABBA) is a secu-
rity value enforcing that the UE does not access older mechanisms
and according to the specifications, this value is zero. As 5G ver-
sions increase and improve later, this value is supposed to define
a specific version, and the UE should always check it before com-
pleting the registration. Consequently, we tested both phones with
non-zero values included in the Authentication Request and
Security Mode Command, which responded with 5GMM Status
"Invalid mandatory information" and Security Mode Reject "Un-
specified", meaning that they successfully passed the tests.

In the Security Mode Command, we experimented with the
authentication parameters, AUTN and RAND, attempting to use
illegitimate values, such as zeroing out the RAND. Furthermore,
we modified the Replayed UE Capabilities to include null ciphers
(5G’s NEA0 and NIA0, and/or LTE’s EIA0 and EEA0) for encryption
and integrity protection and specifically changed the Security
Mode Command’s integrity cipher to null (i. e., NIA0). Both phones
passed the test by responding with Security Mode Reject and
detaching from the network. All the above test cases verified that
these specific Huawei and OnePlus devices meet the necessary
cryptographic security on 5G standards.

Furthermore, we continued with the IMEI extraction from the UE
illegitimately by exploiting the Identity Request before the AKA,
which can lead to privacy issues and location tracking. According
to the specification, only the SUCI is allowed to be transmitted over
the air in this message. Both phones passed by not revealing their
IMEI in the Identity Response and detaching from the network.

Finally, we evaluated the GMM Causes and we discovered that
Not authorized for this CAG or authorized for CAG cells only was
processed (based on logcat) by both devices in the Registration
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Table 2: Categories and results per protocol with a testing PLMN (i. e., 00101) setup.

Security Testing Categories OnePlus Nord 2 5G Huawei P40 Pro 5G

Misuse of Normal Messages NAS: ✗, RRC: ✗ NAS: ✗, RRC: ✗

Parameter Violations NAS: ✓, RRC:
√– NAS: ✓, RRC:

√–
Security Header Mismatches NAS: ✓, RRC: – NAS: ✓, RRC: –
Wrongly Accepted Messages After Security Enforcement NAS: ✓, RRC: – NAS: ✓, RRC: –
Wrongly Accepted Messages Before Security Enforcement NAS: ✓, RRC: ✓ NAS: ✓, RRC: ✓

✗= vulnerabilities demonstrated/failed tests, ✓= no vulnerabilities detected/passed tests,√–= some violation observed/inconclusive tests, – = not tested

Reject and forced them to disconnect. Specifications in [1, clause
5.5.1.3.5 ] state that the message should have been simply discarded
when received without integrity protection indicating that either
the specifications are obscure in this part or there is an implemen-
tation flaw in both devices. Similarly, N1 mode not allowed was
processed by both smartphones and caused them to deregister com-
pletely. For the N1 mode not allowed though, specifications require
integrity protection for non-3GPP access only. Nonetheless, in or-
der to fully corroborate the above behavior, extra assessment is
necessary with commercial configurations.
RRC Tests. For this set of test cases we concentrated on the
Security Mode Command for null integrity and RRCRelease. The
null integrity cipher in the Security Mode Command was correctly
denied by the devices, exactly like the NAS cases indicating that
only protected messages (enforced in the PDCP layer) are accepted
and handled. For RRCRelease, we noticed that the smartphone
devices were released from the RRC connection as in normal sce-
narios, even in the presence of the CellReselectionPriorities IE. The
violation happens if the reselection priorities are also stored, as
with the other fields specified in Section 4.1 which cannot be in-
cluded in the RRCRelease before the security activation. Further,
RRCReconfigurationwhich can be transmitted before the security
activation, must not carry out handover procedures when unpro-
tected. For all cases, this anomaly needs to be investigated further.

5.2.3 Security Header Mismatches. In this category, we evaluate
NAS messages with abnormal security headers. Specifically, we tar-
geted the security-protectedmessages beginning from the Security
Mode Command which utilize the NAS Security Header Integrity Pro-
tected and New Security Context and NAS Security Header Integrity
Protected and Ciphered. This includes messages such as GMM Status,
Registration Accept, and Configuration Update Command. In-
stead of the normal headers, we substituted them with NAS Security
Header Plain NAS Message, NAS Security Header Integrity Protected
and New Security Context, and NAS Security Header Integrity Pro-
tected and Ciphered With New Integrity Context accordingly.

The goal is to force the smartphone devices to accept the headers
leading to potential security deactivation or implications in the al-
ready activated security context. Nonetheless, both devices handled
these messages without indications of critical security compromise
(i. e., Pass). The devices chose to drop the messages and deregister
silently from the network. In the case of Security Mode Command,
the phones responded with a Security Mode Reject including

the "Unspecified" reason, and then they deregistered. Nevertheless,
we noticed that when they received unintended headers it took a
longer time to reconnect to the testing network.

5.2.4 Wrongly Accepted Messages after Security Enforcement. The
concept of this category is to transmit messages with disabled secu-
rity which must never be sent in clear after security enforcement.
NASTests.We tested network-initiated NASmessages, e. g., 5GMM
Status, and Registration Accept, after the AKA. Even though the
messages were received by the devices, they did not reveal any se-
curity issue, i. e., Pass. We believe that the messages were dismissed
by both smartphones, but they also disconnected abruptly from
the network. In most cases, they re-initiated the RRC connection
to re-register and recover the communications. Out-of-order mes-
sages were also rejected by smartphone devices. In summary, these
specific models were not affected during this experimentation.

5.2.5 Wrongly Accepted Messages before Security Enforcement. In
this scenario, we used messages that should always be sent pro-
tected but only before the security activation.
NAS Tests. We used similar messages to the previous category
for testing without protection, e. g., 5GMM Status and Deregistra-
tion Request, but before the establishment of the security context.
Nonetheless, we noticed identical behavior to the aforementioned
test cases. Both devices denied the messages and deregistered, thus
passing our security tests. Generally, we believe that the devices
have shown appropriate resilience against out-of-order messages
and malformed structures.
RRC Tests. For this set of experiments we emphasized on the
RRCReestablishment, and CounterCheck, RRCResume. According
to the specifications [2, Annex B.1], they must always be accepted
with protection by the UE. We transmitted them without the Mes-
sage Authentication Code (MAC) once the RRCSetupComplete was
received by the network. Both testing devices dismissed the abnor-
mal packets and re-initiated the RRC connection later, thus passing
our security tests again.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Challenges & Lessons Learned
Framework-based. Although the framework is constantly evolv-
ing and improving, there are some challenges. One such challenge
is that open-source software may not have implemented all cellular
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features and may contain bugs that could affect the expansion of
test cases. However, we have not encountered any serious restric-
tions so far. Another challenge is that the lack of automatic iOS
UE handling (unlike ADB for Android) means that testing for iOS
devices is manual. Additionally, since the framework is based on
various testing approaches, it is possible that during testing, the
UE may exhibit behaviors that are not clearly defined, which may
require a detailed understanding of the specifications and manual
analysis before making a proper decision (i. e., pass/fail).
5G Connection-based. During our experiments, we discovered
that connecting a commercial off-the-shelf 5G UE to a custom
5G network is not always straightforward. In our laboratory, we
were able to connect only two devices (OnePlus Nord 2 5G and
Huawei P40 Pro 5G) to the test 5G network. We encountered several
hurdles that made a complete 5G connection difficult in many cases.
One challenge is that the UE may not identify the network, even
after a manual search. This could be due to misconfigurations or
improper technical calibration, including issues with frequency
division duplexing (FDD) or time division duplexing (TDD) and
their corresponding frequencies, required synchronization with a
GPS disciplined oscillator (GPSDO), gNodeB performance issues
(such as low resources, under-flows, or weak signal strength), or the
carrier’s modulation and coding scheme (MCS). In such cases, the
tester needs to first identify the correct configuration for the COTS
device which should be reflected in the setup’s configurations.

In addition to technical configurations, device manufacturers
may enforce carrier policies that restrict or limit the use of 5G
technology based on public land mobile networks (PLMNs) and
UE capabilities. For example, the tested PLMN may be excluded or
disallowed, or the device may not support certain capabilities. The
solution to this problem is to use commercial configurations for the
device and setup in a secluded environment (e. g., Faraday cage).
Additionally, the use of testing PLMN, i. e., 00101, should generally
be avoided for accurate results, because modems may enter into a
debug mode and behave differently.

Programming the USIM to support 5G posed another challenge.
Typically, the SIM should have Service 124 enabled for Subscription
Identifier Privacy Support (SUCI), the keys provisioned correctly
(in the SUCI Calculation Information EF), and the Routing indicator
set. However, errors can still occur, preventing a full 5G connection,
such as MAC failure and Unknown SUCI in the Authentication
Failure message. If the errors persist, disabling the concealment
support altogether can alleviate the problems, but this reveals the
device’s SUPI in clear.

Finally, identifying technical issues and mitigating them is chal-
lenging because of the lack of debugging tools, particularly at the
lower layers that are manufacturer-specific. This is especially true
when testing various devices with different properties. To over-
come these difficulties, we suggest employing tools like Network
Signal Guru, Qualcomm Debugger, commercial equipment (e. g.,
Amarisoft), and ADB logs throughout the testing process.

6.2 Future Work
Framework Expansion and Automation. The framework is
designed to support 5G control-plane testing. In the future, we aim

to cover Packet Data Unit (PDU) session-basedmessages, such as the
Session Release Command and Session Modification Command,
as well as paging messages. Similarly, we consider expanding the
test case collection and including more complicated test cases with
two UP-DL pairs within a test case, which is currently not covered
in our work. Although we target the NAS and RRC layers, we could
expand testing to other protocols as well. We currently select to
focus on specific test cases, even though a test case generator could
be deployed separately to produce a large number of test cases
(in JSON format). We have not covered this additional process to
date, as the massive generation of test cases may lead to redundant
and irrelevant tests, and may impede automatic analysis requiring
manual intervention, thus leading to performance degradation.

Regarding automation, we have primarily focused on reducing
manual effort for device handling, test case loading, and testing
synchronization. Nonetheless, we plan to expand the automation
to improve the data processing and final results reducing manual
interventions for the covered test cases. We recognize, though, that
due to the ambiguity of the specifications and device behavior in
certain cases, the analysis of the results cannot be automated in its
entirety, also depending on the complexity of the test case.
Device Testing.As described in Section 6.1, 5G security testing can
be challenging, and requires proper parametrization in the network
and modifications in the devices. We have currently performed
security testing against two 5G SA-capable devices with our test
case collection. We plan to expand the testing to include devices
from various manufacturers in the future.
Responsible Disclosure. In Section 5.2.1 and Table 2 we report
security issues related to the specifications. Table 1 also presents
the unprotected messages on 5G. Our results have been shared with
3GPP and we are in discussion with them at the time of writing
this paper. For future new and substantiated vulnerabilities, we will
inform the responsible bodies.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the first security testing framework for
5G SA user equipment. While the development of a fully compre-
hensive framework is a work in progress, we reported substantial
results. We developed a proof-of-concept functional testing imple-
mentation, significantly altered the open-source suites Open5GS
and srsRAN, and developed tens of unique test cases for 5G NAS
and RRC layers. We successfully applied our testing framework to
two 5G SA mobile phones, reported identified flaws, and provided
detailed lessons learned from our experiments.
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APPENDIX

Listing 1: Test Case Example

1 [ { // PreAKA
2 "ue_ul_handle": "null",
3 "dl_reply": "null",
4 "command_mode": "null",
5 "dl_params": "null"
6 },
7 { //AKA
8 "ue_ul_handle": "security_mode_complete",
9 "dl_reply": "registration_reject",
10 "command_mode": "send",
11 "dl_params":{
12 "gmm_cause": "PLMN_NOT_ALLOWED"
13 }
14 },
15 { // PostAKA
16 "ue_ul_handle": "null",
17 "dl_reply": "null",
18 "command_mode": "null",
19 "dl_params": "null"
20 } ]
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Table 3: 5G-capable devices from our testing setup along with their
specifications.

Device Chipset OS Model Release

OnePlus MediaTek Dimen- Android 11 DN2101 2021
Nord 2 5G sity 1200 5G

Huawei Huawei Android 10 ELS-NX9 2020
P40 Pro 5G Kirin 990 5G
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